Paver colors are subject to change without notice. This product may not be available in all areas. Please check with your local retailer. Colors shown are not necessarily accurate. For this reason, we recommend actually seeing the color in person before ordering. Expect a 2% variation in color from one load to the next. Contact us for a free sample. Information is subject to change without notice.
Selecting a paver color is one of the most important and exciting aspects of your design. Use this swatch page to determine which color matches your outdoor landscape style. For the most accurate color representation, visit your local Eagle Bay Dealer to request a sample. Dealer locator tool available at EagleBayPavers.com.

**SURFACE & EDGE DESIGNS**

Start by choosing the overall surface and edge look you want for your hardscape project. Our pavers are manufactured to resemble many other materials such as brick, cobblestone, natural stone, flagstone, slate, and concrete (with added sustainability, maintenance, and cost benefits). Currently, we offer five distinct paver finishes: Antiqued, Chamfered, Traditional, Cobbled and Textured. Each finish features its own combination of surface and edge styles designed to create a specific look and feel. Contact your dealer for current paver finish color options.